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BBC News - Fossil find resolves ancient extinction mystery
Sep 21, World's oldest known animal identified after
decades-long mystery . Fat molecules discovered on the fossil
of a mysterious creature called.
Mysterious fossils science still can't explain
Jun 19, A discovery of a new species of sponge-like fossil
from the Cambrian The creature belongs to an obscure and
mysterious group of animals.
Ancient Mystery Creature That Defied Classification Is an
Animal
Sep 21, Ancient Mystery Creature That Defied Classification Is
Earth's Oldest Animal. An organically preserved Dickinsonia
fossil from the White Sea.
Strange sponge-like fossil creature from half a billion years
ago -- ScienceDaily
Sep 18, How animals evolved on Earth is somewhat murky. We
know that most major animal phyla we see today appeared during
the Cambrian.
Oldest known animal identified - CNN
May 17, But the two fossil teeth that represent this animal
signal that there was something very odd shuffling around the
Late Triassic of Arizona.
Russian fossils close case on ‘world's oldest creature’
mystery — RT World News
Nov 20, New fossils and sites are helping make sense of the
flowering of animal a mysterious, alien-looking creature—are

spilling out of Canadian.

Scientists Identify The Earth's Oldest Known Animal Fossils |
HuffPost
A Dickinsonia fossilIlya Bobrovskiy / Australian National
University of the so- called Ediacaran biota—a group of
mysterious, soft-bodied.
The Triassic's Mystery Creature - Scientific American Blog
Network
But the two fossil teeth that represent this animal signal
that there was something very odd shuffling around the Late
Triassic of Arizona.
Mystery fossil turns out to be super fishy - CNET
A 4-foot-long mysterious jellyfish-like ribbed creature, the
Dickinsonia, is now the earliest known animal to live on
Earth, scientists say.
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Let's dive into fossils that scientists just can't explain.
Harvard University's Stephen Jay Gould perhaps best captured
the charisma of Cambrian life in his book Wonderful Life: The
Burgess Shale and the Nature of Historyin which he lavished
attention on the "weird wonders" excavated from Walcott's city
block—size quarry. See Subscription Options.
FunwithfossilsJurassic'monster'fossilrewritescrocodilehistorySeet
Stars Screen Binge Culture Media. The Qingjiang biota may also
help solve mysteries regarding enigmatic ancient groups of
creatures such as the somewhat tadpole-shaped vetulicolians.
Scientistshavedebatedoverwhetherctenophores,spongesorcnidariansar
specimens show that poor fossil preservation, rather than mass
extinction, was probably responsible for this gap in the
fossil record.
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